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Abstract: Human activity recognition is the most recently introduced and nowadays widely used term. Human activity
recognition is a big research point. Many researchers had developed different architectural systems for this. In this paper a
survey of frameworks designed to develop a human activity recognition technique is done. This paper makes survey of
different types of frameworks such as CenceMe, EmotionSence, Cyberguide etc. And the general terms related to the human
activity recognition are explained.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays Smart phones become the heart of the human world. In past few decades usability of the smart phones increased
enormously. Due to increased capability of smart phones they can contribute to the human activity recognition study; which
includes important key terms such as ubiquitous computing ,Adaptive interface . When talking about human activity recognition
it can be done using two aspects online and offline [1].
Context Aware Computing expands itself in such a way that human activity recognition is nothing but to understand the
user’s activity from their connected sensors.
In this era Mobile phones are that much capable to recognize user activities using sensors. Human activities can be
recognized by various ways such as vision based, sensor based and Combination of these two. While vision based limits its
usability by using external camera’s to recognize the human activities as this leads to two major pitfalls first no one would like
to be always get monitored, as everyone wants a private space second video devices are found more difficult to get results on
practical basis as it fail to capture each body part when general living activities are performed and finally all this make it
complicated, as compared to that of sensor based. This can be also categorized in external and wearable sensors. Wearable
sensors are generally used in offline recognition. Many wearable sensors use Machine Learning Toolkit Weka [2],[3]. Modern
smart phones are having embedded sensors like microphone, image sensor, inertial sensor, accelerometers, and gyroscope.
Accelerometers and gyroscope proved themselves good in terms of understanding human mobility activities and also successful
results are gained [4].
Now in above discussion we are talking about human activities, it is quite obvious to having query that what type of
activities is recognized? By using these aspects. Day to day activities such as walking, sitting, standing, running, and motorcycling other than this may be recognized.
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Because of the direct sensor readings used in HAR, this system is efficient for medical health care, military purposes, etc.
II. STUDY OF DIFFERENT FRAMEWORKS
Nowadays Human Activity Recognition is a Big point of discussion. As they proved themselves as the centre of attraction

of the Smartphone users. Many researcher’s had worked on it by considering different data sets and different sensors, like
wearable, inertial sensors.
Human activity recognition is nothing but to understand the human activities with the help of the connected sensors.
Human activity recognition aims to work with the sensors which are of two types viz. wearable or smart phone sensors.
Wearable sensors deals with the raw data of target signals like heart rate , skin temperature etc. while smart phones use the
sensors such as gyroscope ,accelerometer ,microphone.
Further activity recognition is classified as vision based and sensor based or fusion of two , in vision based systems the
activity recognition is done using external cameras, and in sensor based human recognition system the Activity recognition is
done using sensors.
Human activity recognition system is now used in the medical area to detect early symptoms.
Wearable human activity recognition is done by using sensors such as electrocardiograph and accelerometer For that the
first data is collected using the respective sensors then fuzzy decision tree is used to estimate the fuzzy logic of IF-THEN-ELSE
loop is applied to get the valid result [5],[6].
Like as wearable sensors human activity recognition can also be done by using the sensors. Supported by the smart phones
to recognize human activities or by connecting sensors to human body parts and collecting data from it.
In addition to recognize simple activities complex activities can also be recognized. Comparing to the accuracy of simple
activity recognition, complex activity recognition is good.
Dernbatch [7] took readings on 10 individuals with the help of smart phone foe simple as well as complex activities.
They consider simple activities such as biking ,climbing, stairs ,driving ,lying, running, sitting, standing ,and walking and
complex activities such as cleaning ,cooking ,Medication, sweeping ,watering plants after that the feature extraction carried out
and using WEKA classifiers are applied to the collected raw data from that the results are drawn.
Simple activities are recognized with high accuracy of about 93% and complex activities are recognized with about 50%
accuracy [2]. Smart phones support the accelerometer sensor which is used to record to motion of the body ,as accelerometer
gives the data of estimated acceleration of body along x, y and z axes by which velocity and displacement are also measured.
Akram Bayat * et.al. took readings on 29 users for these following activities.
Slow walking, Fast walking , Running, Stairs-up, stairs-down, n dancing. Then all the phases of human activity recognition
are done like data collection, feature Evaluation, Feature extraction, Classification.
They applied classifiers into two sections individual and in combination. Classifiers available in weka toolkit ,multilayer
Perception, Random Forest and logic boost, LMT SVM ,Simple logistic and logic boost.
Mashita et. al. introduces two content search systems to recognize the human recognition activities .In order to ease the
content searching of use by considering their activities and situations.
1.

Location based content search system---runs when user is standing

2.

Menu based content system ----runs when user is walking [8].
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To develop the human activity recognition system soft computing techniques are used viz: fuzzy logic and neural network.

Convolution neural networks are used to developed a method for obtaining two features of signal, local dependencies and scale
invariance.
A. Local dependency:
CNN is used to capture local dependencies of a signal. for example in image recognition tasks pixels of images are mostly
correlated with each other.
B. Scale invariance
CNN is used to preserve feature scale in variant. For example in image recognition training images may images may have
different scale variances.
Publicly available datasets are used for this purpose and then the features are extracted using the CNN networks.
There are many research areas in this topic because it is related to the human activity, there full scope in the direction to
increase the usability of the Smart phone's. Researchers can make various research according to the need of user, as this system
is now occupying it’s position in the human healthcare and military department [9]. In this paper the different frameworks those
are required for establishing the human activity recognition system is studied. Many researchers proposed different types of
frameworks, such as CenceMe, EmotionSense, Cyberguide etc.
III. WHAT DOES MEAN BY CONTEXT
Context is something that is used for interaction between users and computing systems According to Webster’s new
twentieth century dictionary [10] “Context is the whole Situation background and environment relevant to same happening
personality”
According to oxford dictionary of English “the circumstances that form the setting for an event, statement, or idea, and in
terms of which it can be fully understood .”
From the studied literature there are two types of definitions: verbal and non verbal [11]. verbal definitions are exploring,
and can be specifying and intentional. Operational definition is the most important non verbal definition. Operational definition
explains the term by procedure instead by its own description. The studied literature mostly considers the verbal definitions
[10]. introduce two categories of verbal definitions : definition by synonyms and by example.
In definitions by synonyms the context is refer to as the situation or environment. It do not provide any guidance about
how to treat the context that’s why ,some treat the context as user’s situation and some as application’s environment. For
instance Brown [9] state the context as the elements of the user’s environment which is well known by the computer. Whereas
Franklin et al. [1] consider it as the user’s situation. Ward, Jones and Hoppers(1997)[12] consider it as application surroundings.
And Hull, Neaves, Bedford-Roberts [13]view it as aspects of current situation. On the other hand rodden, cheverst, Davies and
Dix treat it as application’s setting. According to Ryan the context
While doing the study of context definition verbal definition is having problem that all elements of the specified set need
to be completely described. And hence this doesn’t seems to be an effective approach.
From the study of literature it is found that there are some non verbal definitions available. Schilit.[14]; Dey [15],
Pascoe[17] defines the context by providing rules. Schilit gives the instances of context: where the user is, with whom the user
is, and what resources are available nearby user. Depending on this a threefold environment is described which includes:
1.

The computing environment.

2.

The user environment.
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The physical environment.

In this study mostly operational definition states by Dey is considered.
IV. CONTEXT AWARENESS
In 1992 Active Badge, Want et al. [13] was the pioneers to do research on the context –aware computing. Afterwards many
more attempts of research are done in this area.
Hull et al. [17] and Pascoe et al.[12] define Context-aware computing as skill of computing devices to detect and sense,
interpret with response according to the users local environment. Plus computing devices themselves.
V. CONTEXT AWARENESS SYSTEM
In the given figure Context-aware systems architectural representation is given which is divided into three categories viz.Stand-alone, Distributed and Centralized architecture. Stand alone architecture is the basic and easy architecture but the main
drawback of this architecture is that it can’t process device collaboration. and hence it is appropriate for simple and small
applications.

Fig. 1 Architecture Style

Distributed architecture gives the benefit of storing the context information in many separated devices, to the distributed
architecture Context-aware systems.
As each device is independent while sharing the context information some less important devices may be ignored which
causes less congestion and the context-aware operations are still continued. Ad-hoc communication protocols are required for
the secured communication of the devices which are responsible for the context information sharing. but it is very difficult for
each device to know the situation of each other device each time and therefore distributed architecture is not suitable for
applications having more computations
Centralized context server is connected to the sensors through devices in centralized architecture. Unlike distributed
architecture here is the centralized context server to manage each device and keeps the record of situation of each device,
because the centralized context server is full of computational powers plus resources. The information requirement of each
device is fulfilled by the centralized server.
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VI. GENERATION OF CONTEXT AWARE SYSTEM

A. 1st Generation
By considering the users current location Context-aware system researchers have developed location-based service systems
like The Active Badge System[13],[17], cyber guide[18], Sumi et al. [20] in the early 90’s. This period is mainly contributed to
the focus on researchers on how to achieve users location.
B. 2nd Generation
Second generation context-aware systems focuses on achieving more generality and supporting for various types of context
information. Context Toolkit, Hydrogen, Gaia Project, CASS are the few examples of the 2 nd generation.
C. 3rd Generation
In 2003 OWL is introduced by W3C, which becomes widely used language in the context-aware systems in 3rd Generation.
OWL is the web ontology language described as semantic markup language developed for Semantic Web. As OWL is flexible,
expressive and knowledge based language it is suitable for context model
1) The Active Badge Location System
In early 90’s system at Olivetti Research ltd. Active Badge System was developed that is based on location-aware system.
The main aim to built Active Badge system is to manage and forward the users phone-calls according to the person’s location.
With respect to the person’s Location the calls are forwarded to the user’s nearest phone. His system is based on the distributed
architecture. It uses the Badges (designed tags) which are emitting infrared signals at a decided frequency. The signals are
gathered by the sensor networks installed in the building and then these signals are polled by the master station. And it makes
context data available for the clients. From this information the call is forwarded to the place closest to the called person [17].
2) Cyberguide
Ward, Andy, Alan Jones, Hopper introduced a context aware electronic tourist guide which depends upon the user’s current
location. Cyberguide actually help the tourist to visit the nearby historical places which comes under his journey path. It also
provides the information those places. For this Cyberguide uses both GPS and sensors [21].
Cyberguide architecture consists of following:


Electronic geographic card: representing the special remarkable spots in the tourist’s current path.



Browser: is used to provide the information of the related places those are to be visited.



A Messenger: is used to communicate with the user.

3) CenceMe
CenceMe middleware conclude the presence of individual by using large number of sensors on the mobile phones and it
shares information on the social network applications. A split level application approach was developed to share social context.
One benefit of sharing context on social network is that social awareness is generated, as the detected social context is
transferred to backend server so that it can match the common shared social context [22].
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Fig. 2 Architecture of CenceMe Phone software [22]

4) Emotion Sense
Rachuri et al. introduces Emotionsence in 2010.As its name suggests its main focus is on the psychology context. It behaves
according to the user’s emotions. Following is the information flow of Emotion Sense Architecture [23].

Fig. 3 Information Flow in Emotion Sense

The EmotionSence with the help of the Bluetooth, GPS, and microphone, emotions, locations and speaker’s identities are
detected by middleware. Walse et al. [24] discussed frameworks for adaptive mobile interface in detailed.
VII. APPLICATIONS OF HUMAN ACTIVITY RECOGNITION
Human activity recognition has many application in many different areas. Following table shows applications in different
type of areas, those are divided into three main categories End user Application, in which sub points like Fitness tracking,
Health monitoring ,Fall Detection, Context-aware behaviour, home/work automation comes etc.
Next Category is third party applications such as targeted advertising, research platform etc. Next category is Crowd and
social network applications.
Usability of Context Awareness and Recognition get increased of it is used in such general areas. Lockhart et al. [8] carried
out brief discussion on this point.
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF HUMAN ACTIVITY RECOGNITION APPLICATIONS (WITH EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS)[8]
End User Applications
Fitness tracking
Actitracker provides online activity history
Health monitoring
Evaluate patients over time
Fall detection
Detect falls and proceed action
Context-aware behavior
Disable calls while jogging
Home/work automation
Smart homes that anticipate user's needs
Self-managing systems
Save battery by turning off WiFi while jogging
Third Party Applications
Targeted advertising
Provide users with relevant ads
Research platform
Provide platform for collecting activity data
Corporate management &
Track employee time and ensure spent appropriately
accounting
Crowd and Social Network (SN) Applications
Traditional SNs
Share activity information with friends and followers
Activity-based SNs
Connect people based on their activity profiles
Place & event detection
Identify popular areas for exercise and recreation
VIII. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Human activity recognition becomes the interesting part in the technical industry. Many new concepts have arrived related
to this topic. Many online applications are available for detecting human activity recognition. Instead of using online system
using offline systems the main aim behind designing this system is to make the mobile phone that much capable so that the
features can be enhanced and an offline efficient human activity recognition system can be developed.
Many researchers experimented on collected data and many on standard dataset. We are designing framework which is
tested on the WISDM [25] dataset. Framework can also be improved by connecting it to clouds and expanding its usability for
many sensors. Framework can be defined in many ways we have designed it in the form of layered architecture.
IX. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED HYBRID APPROACH
Human Activities Recognition System is formed from many functional blocks. Each block performs a different task for
each training process and identifying action. The human activities recognition system can consists of four main functional
modules. These include

Data acquisition and data processing module



Feature extraction module



Training module



Human activities recognition module on smartphone

An overview of Hybrid Approach is taken here to understand its relevance for the present research. It is an assimilation of
different allied approaches which include Standalone, Client-Server and Cloud. Thus, the present assimilation could be referred
as 'hybrid'. It brings combined approach fetching the best output of the three approaches.
A. Standalone Framework
In this standalone framework, all activity recognition steps are done locally on the mobile phone in real time i.e. online or
can be done offline. These steps include data collection, pre-processing and classification. In this approach, the results and the
raw data can also be sent to a server additionally for further analysis. However, the main three steps are performed locally. The
training can still be done on a desktop machine beforehand or on the smartphone locally.
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B. Client-Server Framework
In Client-Server approach, the sensing for data acquisition is done on the smartphone, which acts like a client. Then, the
collected data are sent to a server or a cloud for further real-time processing, such as pre-processing and classification. The preprocessing step can partially reside on the smartphone, too. However, the main classification step is performed on a server. This
approach is adapted in order to run the computationally-expensive steps on a server, because of the limited resources of
smartphone.
The Fig. 4 shows the hybrid approach of proposed framework which uses layered approach in framework. This layers has
bottom-up approach i.e. Sensing layer, Pre-processing layer, Classification layer, Application layer.
C. Proposed Hybrid Framework

Fig. 4 Proposed Framework for HAR

1) Sensing Layer
In sensing layer, sensor selection is used to select appropriate sensor for activity recognition. This layer consists of built-in
sensors from smartphone such as accelerometer, gyroscope, gravity sensor, magnetometer, linear acceleration, Bluetooth, GPS,
rotation sensor, WiFi, Microphone, Light sensor, temperature etc. After selecting appropriate sensor, that sensor is configured.
At this layer, raw data obtained from sensor are selected while performing activities by various subjects. The obtained raw data
is then forwarded to pre-processing layer.
2) Pre-processing and Feature Extraction Layer
At this layer, pre-processing such as noise removal, handling missing values is done on raw data. Then this processed data
is forwarded for feature extraction where the features are extracted in time and frequency domain, which forms feature vector.
This featured vector is then forwarded to classification layer further for activity recognition.
3) Classification Layer
In classification layer, the feature vector is distributed for training, testing and cross validation for activity recognition.
These pre-processing layer, feature extraction and classification layer are implemented in smartphone for light-weight
standalone model. The training data is forwarded to server for further processing. In client-server model, the pre-processing
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layer and feature extraction layer are implemented on server. Classifier training is implemented on server while testing and
cross validation are implemented on client. These can easefully balance load. But Client-Server and cloud approach require an
Internet connection at all times for sending sensor data for further processing over a server or over a cloud. After training of
classifiers, the required trained data, it is transferred back to smartphone client for recognizing context and adapt user. This
classified data can be used by applications developed at the application layer.
4) Application Layer
At the application layer, various applications can be developed, which would be at users' disposal to use. These applications
use the context data to recognize the activity and adapt the mobile user interface according the situation or environment. These
applications can provide a feedback to the user regarding the recognized activity. The application can be used in the area of user
interface adaptation, health care, senior citizen care, etc.
X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we reviewed the different types of frameworks and studied their architecture style, their strengths and
weakness. In this work, we have proposed hybrid framework which designed in layers. So it can provide flexibility. Behind
using the sensors the main aim is to recognize the exact activity of user.
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